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ABSTRACT
A PART FAMILY FORMATION ALGORITHM IN GT 
ENVIRONMENT USING A MULTI-OBJECTIVE CLUSTER
ANALYSIS
Hakan Okan Balköse 
M.S. in Industrial Engineering 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Selim Aktiirk 
September, 1993
In the existing literature, the part-family formation problem is nandled ei­
ther by coding systems or the cluster analysis. In this study, we propose a 
new method that will consider both design attributes and operation sequences 
simultaneously in conjunction with the related performance measures such as 
the machine investment, within and between cell workload variabilities, and 
the number of skippings. Finally the proposed method is compared with the 
similarity coefficent method under different experimental settings and its ro­
bustness is chocked against the varying system parameters.
Key ioords: Cluster Analysis, Cellular Manufacturing, Multiple Criteria 
Decision Making.
Il l
ÖZET
GT ORTAMINDA ÇOK AMAÇLI SINIFLANDIRMA 
ANALİZİ İLE BİR PARÇA AİLESİ OLUŞTURMA
ALGORİTMASI
Hakan Okan Balköse
Endüstri Mühendisliği, Yüksek Lisans Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Selim Aktürk 
Eylül 1993
Mevcut literatiiıde, parça-ailesi oluşturulması, kodlama sistemleri ya da 
sınıflandırma analizi yöntemlerinden birinin kullanımı ile yapılmaktadır. Bu 
çalışmada, hem tasarım özelliklerini, hem de işlem sıralarını göz önüne alan, 
öte yandan makina yatırımı, hücre içi ve arası iş yükü değişkenlikleri ve atlama 
sayısı gibi ilgili performans ölçütleri ile bağlantılı yeni bir yöntem önerilmektedir. 
Önerilen yöntem, ayrıca benzerlik katsayı yöntemi ile farklı deney düzenlerinde 
karşılaştırılmakta ve dayanıklılığı değişken sistem parametrelerine karşı kontrol 
edilmektedir.
Anahtar sözcükler. Sınıflandırma Analizi, Hücresel imalat. Çok Kriterli 
Karar Verme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Traditionally, manufacturing systems are separated into two groups according 
to their layout arrangement. These are process la5'out, and the product layout. 
As the names imply, the former groups the similar processes together, whereas 
the latter arranges the machines so that a part will be processed through all 
machines in a line. A third category is the cellular manufacturing, which is 
a derivative of group technology (GT) idea. Cellular manufacturing systems 
form machine cells, and assign a group of parts, which we call part families, 
into those cells. If a part family is assigned to a cell, then all the operations 
required by the parts in that family should be available in that cell. Hence, 
the most important problem in cellular manufacturing is the determination of 
part families and machine cells.
In the literature, there are a number of methods developed for this prob­
lem. These methods can be separated into two groups which are coding systems 
and cluster analysis. The latter includes tw'o wide groups, which are matrix 
formulation and mathematical formulation techniques. Coding sj'stems use de­
sign based information such as shape, length to diameter ratio, raw material, 
etc., and cluster analysis techniques usually use the information of machining 
requirements for each part. However, determination of part families is a dif­
ficult process, since the parts should be similar in both design attributes and 
machining requirements in order to take an advantage of their similarities as re­
quired by the GT concept. Therefore, in this study, design and manufacturing
1.
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attributes will be combined to solve this problem.
Furthermore, a new distance measure will be proposed, which aims to con­
sider not only the machining requirements, but also the sequence of the opera­
tions. The sequence of the operations of the parts in a cell is important, since 
each cell is designed to be a modified flow line, which means parts move in the 
same direction within the cell. In addition, a set of performance measures will 
be defined to evaluate the performance of a cell, which includes machine in­
vestment cost, within cell variability, between cell variability of the workloads, 
and the total number of skippings, which is the additional material handling 
required to skip some machines in a flow shop. Then, a new model will be 
proposed to consider both design attributes and the machining requirements 
using the new distance measure, and the defined objectives to select the best 
alternative according to the performance measures.
Finally, certain factors which may affect our performance measures such as 
demand rate variability, machine investment cost variability, etc, will be elabo­
rated, and the significance of these factors on the performance of the proposed 
approach will be discussed under the different experimental settings. Then, 
the proposed model will be tested against the similarity coefficient method, 
and the robustness of the model will be investigated.
In the next chapter, a literature review of the existing techniques will be pre­
sented, and the comparison and evaluation of those will be given. In Chapter .3, 
a problem definition is given, the assumptions are exhibited, and a mathemat­
ical programming formulation of the model will be illustrated. In Chapter 4, 
the proposed heuristic method is introduced and it is illustrated on an example 
problem. The definition of factors which may affect the model’s performance 
are discussed in Chapter .5, and the computational comparison and analysis of 
variance conclude the chapter. Finally, the concluding remarks are presented 
with some future research directions in Chapter 6 .
An Overview of the Existing 
Techniques
Chapter 2
2.1 Introduction
In the near past, manufacturing systems have been classified into two cate­
gories based on their physical layout. The firs«: one is the product layout or 
line layout, where the machines are arranged to produce a single part or only a 
group of parts. The second category is the process or functional layout, where 
machines are organized according to their processing capabilities.
Increasing cost and demand figures led the industry to produce items in a 
fast and inexpensive manner. This started the growth of a third category 
which is called cellular manufacturing (CM). As the name implies, this man­
ufacturing philosophy arranges machines into separate cells so that each cell 
has the responsibility to produce a specific part family. Cellular manufacturing 
is a subset and derivative of group technology. Mitrofanov [1.5] defines group 
technology as the bringing together and organizing of common concepts, prin­
ciples, problems, and tasks to improve productivity.
In the literature, many advantages of CM were reported depending on the 
survey results in US firms. These are:
i) reduction in setup times
ii) reduction in work-in-process inventories
iii) reduced flow times 
iv i increase in throughput 
v) increased management control 
vi j reduced material handling [7 ]
There are also some disadvantages stated in the literature. These are reduced 
machine utilization and reduced flexibility. Due to independent cells, each 
processing a different part family, the number of machines increase when com­
pared with the job shop case. The demand stays at the same level, but since 
the available capacity increases, the machines are less utilized. .Since the part 
families are assigned to cells, it becomes less flexible against the changes in 
demand patterns.
The important starting point of cellular manufacturing is the definition of part 
families and machine cells. The degree to which one can catch the benefits 
of cellular manufacturing is directly related to the model by which the part 
families and machine cells are determined. In Section 2 .2 , the models and al­
gorithms referring to this problem will be compared and evaluated. Section 2.3 
ensures the importance of operation sequences in part family and machine cell 
formation problem, and presents some models to handle this problem. Section
2.4 describes the use of a coding scheme in a similarity coefficient method. Fi­
lially, a computer package, which is used in cluster analysis, will be presented 
with its programs in Section 2.5.
2.2 Models and Algorithms developed for GT
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Generally, the studies focusing on part family formation problem consider two 
types of attributes, namely geometric shape and design characteristics, and the
machining requirements, which will be discussed in the following subsections 
in detail.
2.2.1 Methods Using Design Attributes
These methods are used to group parts into part families based on their design 
and geometric similarities. Two methods are used:
• visual method
• coding method
Visual method is not a systematic procedure as parts are grouped according 
to their similarity of geometric shape. This method depends on personal pref­
erence so it is applicable in case where there is a limited number of parts.
On the other hand, a ceding method classifies parts on the basis of follow­
ing features;
i) geometric shape and complexity
ii) dimensions
iii) length to diameter ratio
iv) auxiliary and external holes
v) type of material
vi) shape of raw material, and
vii) required accuracy of the finished part.
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Using a coding system, each part is assigned a numerical or an alphanumerical 
code. Coding schemes vary according to the way the symbols assigned to code 
fields as follows:
a) monocode
b) polycode
c) hybrid code
Monocodes, or hierarchical codes are structured in such a way that each sym­
bol amplifies the information provided in the previous digit. Thus, digits in a 
monocode cannot be interpreted alone, and they are dependent for their mean­
ing on the information contained in the preceding symbols. The difficulty with 
the monocode is that it is difficult to construct because of dependency. The 
advantage is to capture a great deal of information with a short code.
Polycodes have code symbols which are independent of each other. The value 
of each symbol in a code field is interpreted in the same way irrespective of 
the symbols in the preceding fields. Therefore, this coding scheme is easier to 
construct, but being quite long is the primary drawback.
Hybrid codes, or the mixed mode codes, as the name implies, represent the 
mixture of mono and polycodes. This type of codes captures the advantages 
of both schemes. The features that are accessed often and have small number 
of options are kept in polycodes, where as features with high variety and un­
common characteristics are kept ip the monocode part.
There are many coding systems developed for use in industry. Majority of 
them are designed to code component parts, but some of them may code other 
items, such as tools, machines, and fixtures. Widely ti>ed coding systems and 
their characteristics are as follows:
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i) Brisch Birn is a coding system which was developed in the UK. Coding 
scheme is a hybrid code. It is not restricted to code parts ¿is all items 
can be coded. The user can define and design extra fields according to 
his or her specific needs.
ii) Miclass/Multicleiss, a scheme developed in the US, is using both monocodes 
and polycodes. For each type of material, a different coding system is 
used. It is specific to user and has an extensive computer support.
iii) Opitz was one of the first coding schemes that was developed in Ger­
many. The code is also a hybrid code. It can be applied to machined, 
nonmachined, and purchased parts, but it has no software support.
A more detailed discussion on the existing coding systems can be found in Hyer 
and Wemrnerlov [23].
2.2.2 Models Considering Machining Requirements
Cluster analysis allows grouping objects according to their object features. 
This grouping results in part families (PF) and machine cells (MC) in a group 
technology environment.
To model the GT problem, generally the following two formulations are used:
• matrix formulation
• mathematical programming formulation 
2.2.2.1 M atrix  Form ulation
In the matrix formulation, usual approach is to u.se machine-part incidence 
matrix which has the entry of 0 or I, where 1 indicates the machine i is used to 
process part j ,  and zero otherwise. Typically, in the initial structure, the cells 
and families are not visible. An example of a machine-part incidence matrix is 
given in Table 2.1.
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Clustering methods interchange rows and columns according to some measures
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me. part no
no. 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 1 0 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 0
3 0 1 0 1 0
4 1 0 1 0 0
Table 2.1. The incidence matrix showing the machine requirements
until the initial matrix is transformed into a more structured form. The inci­
dence matrix, shown in Table 2.2, is obtained by rearranging rows and columns 
of the matrix in Table 2 .1 . To solve the matrix formulation of the GT problem.
me. part no
no. 1 .3 2 4 5
2 1 1 0  0 0
4 1 1 0  0 0
1 0 0 1 1 1
3 0 0 1 1 0
Table 2 .2 . Rearranged rows and columns
the following approaches have been developed:
• production flow analysis
• similarity coefficient methods (SCM)
• sorting-based algorithms
• bond energy algorithms
• cost-based method
• cluster identification algorithm
Production Flow Analysis (PFA), which is introduced by Burbidge, is one of 
the first methods to solve the GT problem. The procedure is simply to rear­
range rows and columns until visible clusters are formed.
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The construction of machine cells and part families by the Single Linkage Clus­
tering Algorithm (SLCA), was first introduced by Me Auley [13]. He defined 
the similarity coefficient between two machines as the number of components 
visiting both machines divided by the number of components visiting either of 
the machines in the following form:
ELi (^Haik.ajk)
E L i  Ojk)
S { j  — (2.1)
where
i^k —
1 , if machine ¿is used to process part A: 
0 , otherwise
Sij =  similarity coefficient between machines i and j
 ^ x/: i j^k ) —
1 , if^ xA: — eijk — 1
0 , otherwise
0 , if a,fc =  ajA-=  0
1 , otherwise
Similarity coefficient between all pairs of machines are calculated, and accord­
ing to a preset threshold value the machines are grouped into cells. The major 
drawback.of this method is that it does not consider the duplication of bot­
tleneck machines and also there is not yet defined a particular way to set a 
threshold value.
The second SCM is introduced by Seifoddini and Wolfe [19] to overcome the 
chaining problem of bottleneck machines in SLCA. This method is called the 
Average Linkage Clustering Algorithm (ALC) and the similarity coefficient
between two clusters is defined as the average of the similarity coefficients be­
tween all members of the two clusters. The duplication process in this model 
is based on the number of intercellular moves. Later, Seifoddini proposed that 
re-examination of bottleneck machines may prevent the improper machine as­
signment problem by reducing intercellular moves [2 0 ].
Sorting-Based Algorithms are clustering algorithms that sort rows and columns 
of the machine-part incidence matrix according to some rules. King developed 
the Rank Ordering Clustering (ROC) algorithm [9]. His algorithm simply as­
signs a binary weight to each row and sorts them in decreasing order according 
to corresponding decimal weights, and does the same steps for columns. The 
algorithm continues until no further changes in the order of rows and columns. 
For the initial matrix in Table 2 .1 , the decimal equivalent values of the binary 
values of the rows are given in Table 2.3. Another sorting-based algorithm, Di-
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me. part no. Decimal
no. 1 2 3 4 5 equiv.
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 0 2 0
3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
4 1 0 1 0 0 20
Table 2.3. Decimal equivalents of the rows
rect Cluster Algorithm (DCA) was developed by Chan and Milner [4]. Rather 
than giving binary weights, they count the number of ” 1 ” s in each row as 
weights and sort them according to an increasing order, then the same step 
is followed for columns, but now in a decreasing order. The algorithm stops 
when no further changes occur.
The major drawback of sorting-based algorithms is that they do not consider 
any figure other than the machine-part incidence matrix. Furthermore, they do 
not deal with the number of intercellular movements and sequence of operations 
within the cells. However, in SCM’s, production volume and transportation 
between machines might be considered.
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Another array based algorithm is Bond Energy Algorithm, which is devel­
oped b}' Me Cormick et al. [14]. The BEA seeks to maximize a measure of 
effectiveness, M E, calculated as
m n
~  ^  +  o ,j_ i +  a,+ij] (2 .2 )
t =  l i=i
With the original form, it did not handle the operations sequence. Later, an 
extension was made to consider the operations sequence by replacing binary 
values with the inverse of the operation’s position in a part’s operation se­
quence. However, this approach was not able to incur the material movements 
information into part family formation problem, but only produced it as a side 
information.
Askin and Subramanian [2 ] developed a three stage cluster analysis consid­
ering some manufacturing costs. The first stage involves development and 
application of a coding and classification scheme for parts. The next step is 
the attempt to develop a feasible grouping between parts based on fixed and 
variable production cost, setup cost, production cycle inventory cost, work- 
in-process inventory cost, and material handling cost. The third stage is the 
actual layout. This stage involves positioning groups relative to one another 
and arranging machines within groups.
Askin and .Subramanian made following simplifying assumptions as their pur­
pose was not to present the ultimate cost model but to show how a comjjre- 
hensive method can be applied:
i) each part has a predetermined operations sequence
ii) planning horizon is infinite and mean demand is constant
iii) shortages are not allowed
iv) lot splitting is not allowed
v) using a coding system, initial part families are obtained for each part
vi) intra-family setups are more costly than inter-family setups.
Kusiak and Chow [1 2 ] developed the Cluster Identification (Cl) algorithm. In 
fact, this algorithm is a trade off analysis between including a part in a part 
family or to subcontract it. Part flow rate can substitute subcontracting cost 
in a wa)' that if the flow rate value of a part between two machines is high, 
then the utilization of material handling system is high. Then it is better to 
subcontract this part. The only extension provided by this algorithm is that in 
Ccise of partially separable clusters, cost analysis is executed to have mutually 
separable clusters.
Several methods have been discussed above to clarify the matrix formulation 
ai)proach. The only input is machine-part incidence matrix for PFA, sort­
ing based algorithms and BEA. For SCM, the starting matrix is again the 
machine-part incidence matrix, but there is no procedure to rearrange rows 
and columns as in the former methods. The similarity coefficients between all 
pciirs of machines are computed and that measure is the basis for grouping ma­
chines. So none of those algorithms considers the operation sequences except 
the extension of BE.A. However, this extension uses the operation sequences 
as a side information, and it does not consider the material flow within cells. 
On the other hand, cost l)a.sed algorithms are not able to exhibit the ultimate 
cost function, but only capture some manufacturing costs with very simplify­
ing assumptions. Their difference from the other algorithms that they have 
the initial part groupings based on a coding scheme. Cl algorithm is again 
a limited extension of the previous algorithms that it handles the bottleneck 
parts by checking their subcontracting costs.
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How do we know whether a machine-part incidence matrix will be in a block di­
agonal form through the use of the algorithms that u.se machine-part incidence 
as input matrix? There are a lot of this kind of matrices that cannot become a 
block diagonal structure independent of the method used. So we should know 
to what degree a binary matrix is groupable. An analysis of these binary data 
matrices was studied by Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan [5]. They defined
a Jaccard similarity coefficient between two vectors. By using this coefficient, 
tliey tried to answer the characteristics of data that make it amenable to block 
diagonalization and predict the success or failure of the block diagonalization. 
This is a valuable study in terms of reporting the grouping efficiency when 
starting a GT problem.
Another problem is the selection of the threshold value in SCM’s. In the 
literature, there is no specific procedure to determine the threshold values, and 
it is usually left to the user’s preference.
The most troublesome point common to all above methods is that the number 
of clusters and cluster sizes are outputs, not inputs. So, using these methods, 
we have no alternatives for the number of cells. But, there may be cases that 
the user need to see different alternatives which mean different number of cells 
and part families.
Briefly, all the methods described above, use the machine requirements in­
formation for each part without considering operation sequences and design 
attributes. Another common lacking point is that the number of machine cells 
and part families is uncontrollable. With the matrix formulation techniques, 
it is not possible to compare different alternatives according to any criteria.
2.2.2.2 Mathematical Programming Formulation
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As mentioned before, the number of part families is determined a posteriori 
in matrix formulation based techniques. The mathematical programming ap­
proach differs in the manner that the number of part familio's is determined a 
j)riori. Kusiak [1 2 ] indicates the p-median problem as the corresponding LP 
formulation to the part similarity matrix. The formulation is given below with 
the following parameters:
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subject to :
n p 
t=l j=l
P
(2 . .3 )
X{j =  1 Vi
i = i
P
( 2 . 4 )
Y  = P
J =  l
( 2 . 5 )
( 2 . 6 )
p = 0 , 1 ViJ ( 2 . 7 )
where,
n : number of parts
p : number of part families
dij : dissimilarity between parts i and j
1 , if part i belongs to family j  
0 , otherwise
As seen above, the contribution of MP approach is the consideration of the 
number of part families as an input parameter. In this formulation, constraint 
(2.4) ensures that each part belongs to exactly one famil}', constraint (2.5) spec­
ifies the required number of families, and constraint (2 .0 ) ensures that part i 
belongs to family j  only when this family is formed. This formulation tries to 
minimize the sum of dissimilarities within p part families by considering only 
one process plan for each part. Kusiak [1 1 ] modified the p-median problem to 
handle alternative process plans and corresponding production costs in Gen­
eralized p-median model. The cost of the selected process plan appears in the 
objective function and an additional constraint which will ensure that only one 
process plan is selected for each part, which makes this formulation General
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p-median model.
There are many other mathematical programming approaches developed for 
GT problem. Kusiak [1 2 ], and Shafer and Rogers [2 1 ] give a brief summary 
of mathematical programming approaches in the literature. Each approach 
addresses different costs, and lower and upper bounds for the number of parts 
in a part family. Some models evaluate adding new equipment and others use 
only the existing equipment [2 1 ].
The common deficiency for all the MP models is that they consider parts’ 
machine requirements without dealing with parts’ routings and design char­
acteristics. In fact, it is not even possible to incur design attributes into MP 
models, as design attributes are kept in strings of numerical characters and we 
are not able to use them in MP models. Comparing with the matrix formula­
tion models, MP models are superior, since the number of part families is an 
input, and this provides flexibility to examine different alternatives.
2.3 Models Handling Operation Sequences
None of the matrix formulations described above consider the operations se­
quence of the parts in a part family. In fact, the advantages of CM could be 
lost if the parts’ flow direction exist in each direction in a cell. The concept 
of Modified Flow Shop becomes important while assigning a part family to a 
cell. This means that backtracking should not occur in a cell. This idea simpli­
fies cell scheduling and control problem. The material handling activities take 
place easily. Parts go into a specific machine in the same direction as they leave 
that machine. This is applicable for U-shape and line layouts. If this fact is 
neglected, the backtrackings can turn the cell into a job shop. There are a few 
numb'er of researches in the literature that deal with operation sequences. One 
is an extension of BEA, which was described to be unsatisfactory in Subsec­
tion 2 .2 .2 .2 , and second is a similarity coefficient method based on operation 
sequences that is explained below.
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Tam [22] proposed a way of representing any part routing as a string of char­
acters. Using a Levenshtein’s distance measure, dissimilarities between two 
routings based on both similarities of machine requirements and operations 
sequences, are found. According to this measure the distances between two 
strings is the minimum number of transformations required to derive one string 
from the other. Three types of transformations are used, which are:
i) Substitution transformation, i.e., ABC —^ s AEC
ii) Insertion transformation, i.e., AC —>/ ABC
iii) Deletion transformation, i.e., AEC — AC
Considering only the number of transformations might be misleading so he used 
another coefficient to handle commonality of operations of two parts. Combin­
ing these into one function for each pair, we have
where.
/(<·'. ['iy|,c('.il) = + “ c(i -  4 '-j|)
lOn +  tt’c =  1
(2 .8 )
(2.9)
d „[i,y ]: minimum number of transformations divided by maximum 
number of transformations.
c[i^  j] : total number of common operations divided by number of 
distinct operations.
In the above definitions, the maximum number of transformations is computed 
by the subtraction of the number of common operations from the total num­
ber of operations in the two strings. This distance measure is very useful to 
find dissimilarities between two strings of characters if these strings carry all 
sequential information. With this structure, the current function does not deal 
with backtrackings. In the next chapter, we revise this distance measure and
use it in a different manner to handle commonality of operations and back­
trackings by utilizing the modified flow shop idea.
A detailed study for the design of a cellular manufacturing system is given 
by Vakharia and Wemmerlov [23]. They start with demand and available pro­
ductive time data, and in the second stage they separate the parts with single 
or dual operations and of the remaining parts. They further split the parts 
with the backtracks in operation sequences. So, this is the only work referring 
to importance of both avoiding backtracks and many advantages of flow lines 
over job shop cells. There is a restriction in this study on the definition of 
backtracking as it refers to having same operation in the .sequence at least one 
more time. In fact, any backward movement in a flow line should be considered 
as a backtrack. At the third stage, part groups are formed, and at the fourth 
stage, these part groups are merged according to their similarity in operation 
secjuences to form part families. Finally, machines are allocated to cells, but 
how thé layout can be formed within cells, is not addressed in the study. Com­
mon to all previous modéls, importance of design attributes is discarded and 
part families are formed independent of design similarities.
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Although, these studies consider one more attribute than the other methods, 
one should consider more attributes such as design attributes, workload levels, 
and the material handling within cells to obtain part families to reach as much 
benefit as possible from the CM view. Design attributes are very important in 
all phases of implementation of cellular manufacturing systems. The way to 
handle these design attributes is to use coding systems, flyer and Wemmerlov 
indicates that in purchasing activities and new part design orders, benefits of 
coding systems are significant. 80 percent of the new part design orders exist 
in the previous designs or a very slight modification was required. Also in the 
production pha.se, the design attributes such as length to diameter ratio, rota­
tional or nonrotational parts lead to differences in the manufacturing resource 
requirements. Therefore, in some manner, the design and manufacturing at­
tributes should be combined or simultaneously activated to group parts. More 
information we carry in our code, more reliable groupings we will have.
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2.4 Use of Coding Systems in a SCM
A different approach for the part family formation problem is proposed by 
Offodile [17], who suggests the use of coding systems rather than the machine 
requirements in determining part families. The defense behind this claim is the 
increasing number of coding system users. He assumes that the code carries the 
information for length to diameter ratio, auxiliary holes, external holes, plane 
machining and surface machining, and all these attributes are represented by 
an ordinal type variables. Therefore, the similarity between parts i and j , Sij, 
is the sum of all similarities for each attribute as follows:
q _ Y^ k=\
Lk=l
Sijk =  1 —
i^k j^kft
(2.10)
( 2. 11)
where.
Wijk =
1 , if parts i and j  can be compared for attribute k 
0 , otherwise
Sijk'. score between part i and j  on attribute k
Xik- weight assigned to part i for attribute k
Rk'· range of attribute k taken over the population space
Using the OPITZ system and applying the above similarity coefficient which is 
very similar to former similarity coefficient calculations, the groups are formed 
by combining the nearest parts each time. But OPITZ is a mixed code so it 
is not possible to consider each attribute independently. Another problem is 
the modification of similarity coefficients when new groups are formed. The 
new similarity coefficient is the smallest one between the candidate part and 
each element of the group. So a part, which is similar to one part, might be 
dissimilar to another part.
In the next section, a group of computer programs, which can perform most 
of the above methods, will be presented. These programs will be referred
frequently in the next chapter where the proposed model for an efficient part- 
family machine-cell formation technique is being discussed.
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2.5 Cluster Analysis Programs
Cluster analysis is the art of finding groups in data. As the computers become 
available to handle large data, the algorithms to find groups in data could 
easily be implemented. Nowadays clustering methods are applied in many do­
mains, including marketing, political science, pattern recognition, economics 
and, many more. Since the group technology problem is actually a problem 
of finding groups of parts, we can apply clustering methods in dealing with 
this problem. Rousseeuw and Kaufmann [8] wrote the book "Finding Groups 
in Data” which describes the clustering techniques including the theoretical 
background for each technique. All the techniques are computerized and the 
user can take the help of these programs to find clusters.
The main idea of all these programs is to find clusters according to the pairwise 
dissimilarities between items. These dissimilarities could be input by the user 
or computed by the software. The di.ssimilarity between two items depends 
on the types of variables included in items’ codes. A code for an item might 
include a number of variables, which might be all the same type or a combina­
tion of various types. The following types of variables can be used for coding 
purposes:
i) Symmetric Binary
ii) Asymmetric Binary
iii) Nominal
iv) Ordinal
v) Interval
vi) Ratio
Symmetric binary values are used when there are two possible outcomes and 
each outcome has the same value with the other. Asymmetric binary variables 
are used in the case where there are again two outcomes, but only one is taken 
into account to compare with another item. To show the difference between 
symmetric and asymmetric binary variables, consider the case where value ” 1” 
shows that a part is processed on a particular machine and ” 0” shows it is not. 
In the symmetric case, both 0-0 and 1-1 matches will be counted as similarities, 
however for asymmetric case, only 1-1 matches will be counted.
Nominal and ordinal variables might take more than two values, and the dif­
ference is in the nominal case, if two values are not the same, the dissimilarity 
between these two values is same whatever those values are, where as in the 
ordinal case, the dissimilarity depends on the order of the values. The values 
closer in the order are less dissimilar. To give an idea about the applica­
tion arecus, consider the raw material and length to diameter ratio attributes. 
Nomina] values are appropriate to represent the raw materials since two items 
dissimilar if their materials are not the same and this dissimilarit}' will not 
change according to types of material. But in the length to diameter ratio 
case, ordinal values are more appropriate, since there is a predetermined or­
der for the ratios and the dissimilarity between two items depend on this order.
Interval scaled values play role when the intervals are equal in linear case, 
e.g. the interval .between 18 and 28 is equally important as the interval 41 and 
51. But in the ratio scaled variables, the distinction between 2 and 20 has the 
same meaning with the distinction between 20 and 200.
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After explaining the types of varial)les, we describe the programs used for clus­
tering purposes. The initial step is to find dissimilarities between the items, 
d'he program DAI.SY (Dissimilarity Coefficients Computation) computes di.s- 
similarities between the objects. The contribution of each variable to the di.s- 
similarity between objects i and j  differs according to the type of that variable.
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The dissimilarity d(i,j) is defined as
_  e ;,, 4/Ч-* 
r .u  4 "
(2.12)
where the indicator is set equal to 1 when both measurements and xj/ 
for the fth  variable are nonmissing, that is there are values for the fth  attribute
for both items i and j ,  and it is set equal to 0 otherwise. Moreover, S^ P can
also be set equal to 0 when variable /  is an asymmetric binary attribute, and 
objects i and j  constitute a 0-0 match. d\P is the contribution of the /  th 
variable to the dissimilarity between objects ¡ .and j.  If the variable /  is either 
S3'mmetric binary or nominal, the contribution is defined as
(/) _ J 1, if i^f Ф Xjfd>C =
0, otherwise
If the variable is asymmetric binarv. then
d}C = 0, if J.7 = Xjf
1, otherwise
=  1
If the variable is either interval scaled or ordinal, then the contribution is 
simply the ratio of the difference between the values to the range of values for 
that attribute.
After computing the dissimilarities, to obtain k clusters, program PAM (Parti­
tioning Around Medoids) selects к representative objects in the data set. The 
idea is that the average distance (dissimilarity) of the repre.sentative object 
to other objects in the same cluster is going to be minimized. The input to 
the program is the dissimilarity matrix obtained bj' D.AISY. The output is the 
clustering from ki to А’г clusters based on the user’s request.
FANNY (Fuzzy Analysis) can be applied to same data .sets as PAM, with 
the same input dissimilarity matrix which is an output of program DAISY. 
But it differs in its operational structure. It avoids to make hard decisions.
instead, it says tliat an object i belongs to clusters 1, 2, 3, ... with a cer­
tain probability, which is also called a membership coefficient. One advantage 
of this program is that it allows the flexibility to assign objects to other clusters.
Hierarchical algorithms do not construct a single partition with k clusters, 
but they deal with all values of k in the same run. Two types of hierarchical 
methods are Agglomerative Nesting and Divisive Analysis. The input structure 
is the same as former methods, but number of clusters is not demanded from 
the user. In the Agglomerative Nesting, at the beginning, there are n clusters, 
and at each step the number of clusters decreases by one and at the end there is 
only one cluster including all objects. The only difference in Divisive Analysis 
is that it works in the opposite direction, that is from one cluster to n clusters.
In all of the above clustering algorithms, which are described in detail in the 
book ’’ Finding Groups in Data" [8], the output consists of clusters, their ele­
ments and some efficiency measures related with clusters. Diameter oi cluster 
C is defined as
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and separation is defined as
Optional graphical output that shows which objects lie well in the cluster and 
which have intermediate positions, is called silhouettes. Each cluster is repre­
sented by one silho-uette. To define silhouette coefficient, we need the following 
definitions:
Let’s consider a cluster A and an object i in that cluster. 
n{i) =average dissimilarity of i to all other objects of A, 
now consider other cluster C,
d{i, C) =average dissimilarity of i to all objects of C
max d{i^j) (2.13)
min d(l,h) 
leCMC
(2.14)
.After computing d{i, C) for all clusters C ^ A, we select the smallest of those:
b(i) = mwd{i.C) (2.1.5)
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Tlie cluster B for which this minimum is attciined is called the neighbor of 
object i. This is like the second-best choice for object i. Combining a(i) and 
b(i) into one formula, we can define the silhouette coefficient, s(f), as follows:
s(f) _  b(i) — a(i) 
max(a(f), b{i)) (2.16)
For each object i,
- l < s ( i ) < l .  (2.17)
The silhoutte coefficient for a cluster gives an idea about the efficiency of 
that cluster. After execution of each program to find clusters, the output 
informs the user about the silhoutte coefficient for each cluster. Averaging 
these silhouettes gives us a measure for the entire data set and if this average 
silhouette coefficient is close to 1, then the clustering is well structured. Hence, 
the silhoutte coefficients for each cluster and the average silhoutte coefficient 
are the important measures to evaluate how efficient the data set is clustered. 
An example of use of these measures will be illustrated in .Section 4.2.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the part-family and machine-cell formation problem is dis­
cussed with examples of models in the literature. The main deficiency of these 
models is discarding the use of design attributes and machining requirements 
simultaneously. Coding systems use the design information, whereas the ma­
trix and mathematical programming formulation use the machine requirement 
information. Two formulations differ in a way that matrix formulation has 
no input parameter on the number of part families and the MP formulation 
assumes the number of families as an input parameter. This is the superi­
ority of mathematical programming methods as it allows trying for different 
p values and one can select one of them according to some performance criteria.
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In the next chapters, dissimilarities baised on both design attributes and op­
eration sequences will be presented. The assumptions and definitions for a 
new model will be stated. This model will have the flexibility to see many 
alternatives that is different number of part families, and these alternatives 
will be evaluated under some objectives such as machine investment, machine 
utilization and material handling.
Chapter 3
Problem Statement
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the models handling part-family machine-formation 
problem were discussed in detail. We concluded that both matrix and mathe­
matical programming formulations failed to consider design attributes and did 
not deal with operation sequences, only exceptions were the studies done by 
Vakharia and Wemmerlow [23], and Tam [22]. However, these two studies are 
restricted to determine part-families only, since they do not propose a way to 
determine how the machines will be arranged in each cell. Therefore, form­
ing part-families regardless of machine cells may cause some problems related 
with the material handling, since in a modified flow line, all materials move 
in the same direction so that production planning, scheduling, and material 
handling will be easier to control. Therefore, determination of part families 
and machine cells should be done simultaneously and there should be a control 
mechanism that carries feedback between these two problems. In section 3.2, 
we list and discuss the design attributes and we will focus on the necessity to 
include them in a part-family formation process. Section 3.3 proposes a way of 
computing dissimilarities based on operation sequences and gives a compari- 
■son between the dissimilarities obtaintxl by SCM [4] and a revised Levensthein 
distance measure. The objectives and a.ssumptions for our problem will be 
stated in Section 3.4, and the mathematical programming model will be given
25
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in Section 3.5.
3.2 Dissimilarities Based on Design Attributes
Design attributes for a part may include the information about the geometric 
sliape, raw material, existence of internal or external holes, length to diameter 
ratio, etc. In the coding systems, the information kept for design attributes 
are mostly similar. In OPITZ, first digit is for component class, i.e. rotational 
or nonrotational part, second digit is for overall shape, such as rectangular or 
round, third digit is for rotational machining, fourth digit is for plane machin­
ing, fifth is for auxiliary holes and the succeeding digits carry information for 
raw material t}'pe, accuracy and tolerances. The first two digits constitute a 
monocode and the others are polycode. In Section 2.2.1 coding systems and 
types of codes were described in detail. These codes are important and useful 
in many applications such as design, manufacturing, and purchasing.
In the design phase, the codes prevent the creation of unnecessary new parts 
by providing a convenient design retrieval mechanism. Any proposed new part 
is first sketched and coded. Next, the designer searches the data base for coded 
parts with the code. This is done with the expectation to find an existing or 
similar code. If there is one, then there is no need to redesign that new part 
to eliminate waste of time. It is a fact that the firms have thousands of parts 
and the designers would not keep each part’s shape or characteristics in mind.
In the manufacturing phase, the application of code.' for design attributes can 
yield significant benefits. The process planning, which is defined as the deter­
mination of the routing and the sequence of manufacturing operations required 
to produce a given item, is related to parts’ similarities. Theoretically, a set of 
parts with similar geometry and made of same raw material would probably 
require approximately the same proce.ss plan. Unfortunately, this is not the 
case in many manufacturing firms. The parts with similar design characteris­
tics may have mutually separate process plans. This is due to different process
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planners planning at different times. A common GT database can inform the 
process planner about the process plans for similar items when determining 
a new process plan for a proposed item. Some of the design attributes, such 
as surface machining or dimensions are also directly related to manufacturing 
activities. So this standardization will prevent duplication and provide consis­
tent process plans.
We used a coding system similar to those described in Section 2.2.1 with five 
digits to differentiate parts by considering their shape and design attributes. 
The code fields carry information for rotational or nonrotational, overall shape, 
rotational and plane machining, auxiliary holes and raw material, respectively. 
The first four digits are of ordinal type and the last digit for raw material is 
of nominal type. After coding all parts with the above structure, we can get 
pairwise dissimilarities for all the parts by running the program DAISY, which 
was illustrated in Section 2.5. The output is a dissimilarity matrix based on 
design attributes, DA, which will be referred in the following discussions.
3.3 Dissimilarities Based on Operation Sequences
We consider operation sequences to obtain part-families that include parts sim­
ilar in both processing requirements and flow direction in a flow line cell. There 
should be no backtrackings within the cell to ease the material handling. Also, 
production planning and scheduling functions will be easier to control. The dif­
ficulty to find a dissimilarity measure between parts arises from the interesting 
structure of the parts routing data. We cannot compare two part routings in 
a digit to digit manner, since each symbol in a routing represents a sequence, 
and this sequence is directly dependent upon the precc'ding and succeeding 
symbols. Treating the symbols in routings as independent symbols is the same 
as using SCM (Similarity Coefficient Methods) with binary values. So we can­
not handle routings information neither with the ordinal nor nominal values, so 
the programs described in Section 2.5 fail to calculate the dissimilarity between
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the operations sequences. Another method might be using the Levensthein dis­
tance, which is defined as the minimum number of substitution, insertion, and 
deletion transformations required to transform one string to another. Tam [22] 
used this measure to compute pairwise dissimilarities between the routings, 
then formed the part families based on those dissimilarities. However, in its 
original form, it is not really eligible for determining similar or dissimilar parts, 
since it does not deal with whether the parts have backtracks or not. Also, 
the substitution is a quick way of deletion and insertion, which decreases the 
distance level between two disjoint sequences. Therefore, a new dissimilarity 
that considers backtrackings, common sequences and di.sjoint sequences will be 
proposed.
The revised dissimilarity between two sequences, which allows only insertion 
and deletion transformations, is defined in the following way:
d{j —
M
M N O T ij
COMii
if two strings carry opposite sequences 
if COMij > 0
(k).MNOTij if COMij =  0
where,
dij : dissimilarity between strings i and j
MNOTij : minimum number of insertions and deletions required to 
transform string i to j
COMij : number of common operations in strings i and j
M : a big number which states that two strings are entirely dissimilar
k : a constant for penalizing disjoint sequences
A big constant number M  is used to prevent two parts with backtracking se­
quences to be assigned to the same cell by assigning a big dissimilarity. If 
two parts have common operations in their routings, we divide the minimum 
number of insertion and deletions by the number of common operations. The
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reason might be explained in the following manner; more common operations 
result in less dissimilarity whereas fewer common operations cause high dis­
similarity. It is intuitive that parts with more common operations are more 
likely to be in the same cell. If two parts have no common operations, then 
we find a dissimilarity using a penalizing factor k. By a similar logic, we can 
say that to process these parts in the same cell, we should place two different 
sets of machines in the same cell which means a high machine investment cost. 
In our study, different combinations of k and M  are tested using the cluster 
analysis programs discussed in Section 2.5. Very big values of k and M  make 
the cluster analysis programs work worse, since these big values penalize the 
dissimilarities, but at the same time reduce the impact of actual similarities. 
If we use a very big k value, we find that we penalize disjoint operations more 
than backtrackings. On the other hand, very small k and M values do not 
yield a great variation from other dissimilarities, and this may produce cells 
consisting of parts with uncommon operations and backtrackings. So, the.se 
values should be selected after investigating the entire data set. In addition, 
the parts with backtrackings should be penalized more than parts with disjoint 
operations. In an example, we can test the efficiency of the revised dissimilarity 
for the following parts according to given routings in Table 3.1. We used M as 
twice as the biggest value among all the dissimilarities and k was set equal to
2. We see that parts 1 and 2 have reverse sequences so they should not be in 
the same cell. We will compare the resulting part families obtained by SCM, 
the proposed revised distance measure and the original Levensthein distance. 
The dissimilarity matrices are given in Table 3.2., 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
Parts Routings
1 A B C
2 B C A
3 D E
4 B E
5 B C
Table 3.1. Part Routing Information
When we check the final part families, we see that there are three part families
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parts 1 2 3 4 5
1 0
2 0 0
3 1 1 0
4 0.8 0.8 0.33 0
5 0..33 0.33 0 0.75 0
Table 3.2. Dissimilarities based on SCM
parts 1 2 3 4 5
1 0
2 100 0
3 10 10 0
4 4 4 0.5 0
5 0.5 0.5 8 3 0
Table 3.3. Dissimilarities based on Revised distance measure
for SCM and two for the others. The number of clusters for each dissimilarity 
measure was found by the PAM and FANNY programs, which were described 
in the previous chapter. The number of families is found when the silhouette 
coefficient is maximum for each dissimilarity measure for each alternative. The 
silhouette coefficient is a measure that helps to understand which alternative is 
the best selection based on the given dissimilarities where the alternatives were 
defined as the number of clusters. In Table 3.5, the parts in each family are 
shown. It is undesirable to assign parts 1 and 2 into the same cell, since there 
is a backtrack between those parts, and it conflicts with the modified flow line 
purposes. The propo>cd dissimilarity measure considers this idea, and assigns 
them into separate families. Furthermore, the families formed by the revised 
measure consist of parts that have at least one common operation with the 
other parts assigned to that cell.
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parts 1 2 3 4 5
1 0
2 2 0
3 3 3 0
4 3 2 1 0
5 1 1 2  2 0
Table 3.4. Dissimilarities based on original Levensthein distance
SCM
Revised distance 
Levensthein
1 2
1 3 4 
1 2 .5
3 5
2 5
3 4
Table 3.5. Part families based on different dissimilarity measures
3.4 Objectives and Assumptions
In the previous two sections, we focus on the importance of design attributes 
and operation sequences to form part families and machine cells. However, we 
need some measures to evaluate the performance of the resulting part families 
and machine cells. So, we exhibit some objectives and discuss the necessity of 
them in a GT problem.
M achine Investm ent: The investment for the machines plays an important 
role in establishing the cells. The methods in the literature do not deal with 
the cost of the machines, as a matter of fact, they discard the machine cell 
formation task. If there is no limitation on the amount of machine investment, 
then it is certain that forming machine cells in such a way that neither back­
trackings nor intercellular movements will take place. In this case, we have no 
bottleneck machines, that is no machine is shared by two or more cells. On 
the other extreme, if the investment capacity is too limited, backtrackings and 
intercellular movements would be unavoidable.
Another figure is that the increase in the amount of machine investment cau.ses
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a decrease in the utilization of the machines. In a shop floor, the management 
policy might require minimum and maximum utilizations for each machine 
type. Investing on more machines reduces utilizations of the machines in the 
cells. Similarly, investing on fewer will increase the utilization. Therefore, 
we should examine such utilization levels even though they are not hard con­
straints. In other words, if possible, using the feedback produced by utilization 
levels, the machines violating the given maximum and minimum utilization 
levels will be omitted and the parts having those machines on their routings 
will be shifted to other machines.
N um ber o f  Skippings: The existing models often deal with part families 
and they do not make any effort on machines’ arrangement in cells. However, 
the success in forming part families having very similar parts may turn to a 
failure when the cell loading problem is considered. The layout of the cell may 
have a significant impact on the cell loading problem. Line type layout is more 
appropriate to take advantage of cellular manufacturing benefits which were 
described in previous chapters. The line layout supports the m odified flow shop 
idea, and it is preferred since scheduling and visual control of cells become much 
less cumbersome. Another advantage is the applicability of .Japanese Kanban 
system, as it is possible to integrate .Just-In-Time .system into cellular manu­
facturing system.
A cost measure is required to evaluate the layout in terms of material han­
dling activities. Each skipping is an increase in the material handling cost, 
hence our second ob jectiw' is to minimize the number of skippings.
Balanced W orkloads within cells: The case where the workloads of the 
machines deviate so much will not be appropriate for the Kanban system. The 
reason is simply the delays in front of the highly utilized machines and this 
cause high level of work in process inventories. High level of inventories is detri­
mental to the success of .JIT systems. In our model, the variability within each 
cell is a measure to provide balanced workloads, which is required to establish 
a Kanban system.
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Balanced W orkloads between cells: It would make sense that we might 
think of cells as separate plants processing various parts and these parts will 
be assembled in another plant. Then the arrival times of these parts to the as­
sembly plant should be close in time to prevent high level inventories. Another 
drawback of late arrivals is the increa.se in the flow time and decrease in the 
throughput rate. For this reason, in our model there is a measure of variability 
of total workloads between the cells.
Examining these objectives, one might observe that some of them are inter- 
conflicting. Specificly, the increase in machine investment causes a reduction 
in machine utilization levels, and the number of skippings. Also, when there 
are more machines, the workload between cells is less deviated. Therefore, it 
is not possible to move all objectives into same direction simultaneously. To 
give a complete mathematical model considering both dissimilarities and above 
objectives, following assumptions should be stated:
i) The demand and processing time for each part are known.
ii) Part routings and design attributes are given.
iii) Fixed machine costs and available capacities are given.
iv) Backtracking is not allowed within the cell.
v) Intercellular movements are not allowed.
vi) In the line layout, the machines are arranged in series, but if more than 
one machine is required in the same place due to capacity limitations, 
then they are placed as parallel.
3.5 The Mathematical Model
In this section, a mathematical model is proposed to minimize dissimilarities 
bcised on both design attributes and operation sequences, machine investment
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cost, the number of skippings, and workload variability in the cells and within 
the cells according to the above assumptions. The following notation is used 
to explain the mathematical formulation, in which subscripts i, c and d refer 
to parts, subscripts k and 1  refer to machine types, and subscript j  refers to 
cells.
p : number of cells
n : number of parts
M : set of all machine types
DAcd : dissimilarity between parts c and d based on design attributes 
OScd i dissimilarity between parts c and d based on operation sequences
{1, if part i is assigned to cell j  0, otherwise
Uiki =
1, if part i has machine type k immediately before machine / 
0, otherwise
Ekj =
1, if machine type, A: exists in cell j  
0, otherwise
Bed =
1, if parts c and d should not be in the same cell (backtrack) 
0, otherwise
Nkj '■ number of type k machines in cell j
rrikj : sequence of machine k in cell j  
Pi : the average demand rate for part i
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aik ■ per unit processing time of part i on machine k
Ak : available capacity for machine type k
Ck : fixed cost of machine k
Lkj : the expected load of machine k in cell j
ALy. average load in cell j
TLj\ total load in cell j
EL : average load of cells
Si ; total number of skippings for part i
U : a very big constant
For a given number of cells, p, the following model illustrates how these objec­
tives and the assumptions can be formulated:
n n p
/ l  = J2 Y^Y^DAcdXcjXdj (3.1)
c = l  d-1 i=\
/2  =
n n p
S  OScdXcjXdj (3.2)
c = l  d=l j=l
/3  = Min j^NkiCk (3.3)
/4  =
j=i keM ^keM P'kj
(3.4)
/5  = m n (3.5)
J=i P
n
/6 = Min ^  Si (3.6)
subject to
t = l
Y^Xij =  1 V?
i=i
P
= p
j=\
(3.7)
(3.8)
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✓ ij 3^3 ^ ^
Bcdi^cj +  Xdj) <  1 Vc,
XijVikiimkj + 1 ) -  mij <  0 Vi,j,k ,l
yiki{mij -  mkj) >  1 Wi,k,l,j
n
L k j  ^  ] ^ ik P iX ii  “  6  Wk^J
i=l
^kj -  NkjAk <  0 VkJ
Nkj -  EkjU < 0  \/kJ
^aViki {mij -  mkj -  1) -  Si =  0 Vi
keM i€M
TLi -  E  =
keM
Hk eM  ^kjALj -
J2keM ^kj
0 Vj 
0 Vj
E L - l i T L ,  = 0
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12) 
(.3.13) 
(3.H ) 
(3.1.3) 
(3.16)
(.3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
Xij, Ekj =  0 , 1. and mkj , Si, Nkj =  integer Vi,k ,l,j  (3.20)
This mathematical programming formulation has several objectives. The first 
objective, /] ,  tries to minimize the dissimilarities based on design attributes. 
The second objective, / 2 , tries to minimize dissimilarities ba.sed on operation 
sequences. DAcd and OScd will incur if and only if XcjXdj product is equal to 
one, which means both c and d are assigned to the same cell j.  The third ob­
jective, /3 , computes total machine investment cost, while the fourth objective, 
/4 , tries to minimize the sum of workload variabilities in each cell. The term 
in the denominator is simply the number of machines in each cell. /5 computes 
the variability between the cells, where p is equal to the the number of cells, 
d'he last objective computes the total number of skippings for all the parts.
Constraint 3.7 ensures that a part can only be assigned to a single cell. 3.8 
guarantees that there are exactly p cells. 3.9 ensures that a part can be a.s- 
signed to a cell if and only if that cell exists. 3.10 argues that two backtracking 
parts cannot be in the same cell. 3.11 is an inequality which determines the 
machines’ sequence in a cell. It uses the immediate precedence data to de­
termine machine arrangements. If x,_,· =  1 and yiki =  1, which means part i
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is processed in cell j  and it requires machine k immediately before /, hence 
machine k should precede machine 1  in cell j ,  not necessarily immediately. 
3.12 guarantees that two machines cannot be in the same place in a cell. The 
workload of a machine in a cell is computed by 3.13. The minimum number of 
machine type k in cell is computed in constraint 3.14. Constraint 3.15
determines the Ekj variables. Ekj takes the value of 1 if machine k is in the 
cell j ,  so that it is used to determine the number of serially arranged machines 
in a cell which was used in equations in 3.4 and 3.18. Constraint 3.16 counts 
the number of skippings for a part in a specific cell as any part can only be 
assigned to a single cell. 3.17 and 3.18 define total and average workload in a 
cell, respectively. Finally, 3.19 gives the mean of cell workloads.
The above model is a multi-objective nonlinear mathematical problem. Fur- 
tliermore, there are product terms in the objectives and constraints. Our aim 
is to state the problem formulation with the related objectives and the set of 
constraints.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the significance of using both design and manufacturing at­
tributes in a part-family machine-cell formation problem is described. The 
design attributes such as shape information, raw material information, accu­
racy and tolerances are considered. The coding systems develop codes which 
carry various information about such attributes. These codes are used in both 
design and process planning applications. Additionally, a new distance measure 
is proposed that will handle both backtrackings and number of common oper­
ations between two part routings. Also, the comparison with the Levensthein 
and similarity coefficient methods is given and the superiority of the suggested 
distance measure is experimentally shown among these two measures. The re­
sulting clusters handle both commonality and backtracking sequences wliereas 
the other methods were not able to separate parts with backtracking to differ­
ent cells.
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After dealing with design attributes and operation sequences, we described four 
more objectives, namely, minimizing machine investment, minimizing number 
of skippings, and balancing workloads both within and between the cells. The 
necessity for these objectives were discussed in Section 3.4, and it was men­
tioned that the amount of investment is never unlimited, and cells with un­
balanced workloads might decreaise throughput rate or increase the flow time. 
Furthermore, the number of skippings within the cell has a direct impact on 
the material handling cost and unbalanced workloads within the cells will de­
grade the efficiency of Kanban systems.
Briefly, the proposed model deals with both design attributes and machin­
ery requirements simultaneously. Furthermore, the operations’ sequences are 
considered rather than part machine incidence relations. We define some ob­
jectives that will affect the performance of the cells. In the next chapter, a 
heuristic method will be proposed to achieve these objectives. We create dif­
ferent alternatives, i.e., different number of cells, which will be evaluated by 
considering the above stated objectives. The application of the heuristic on an 
example problem will also be illustrated in the same chapter.
Chapter 4
The Proposed Model
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the way we handle the design attributes and operation 
sequences was described. We elaborated on the necessity for considering some 
objectives such as minimizing machine investment, total number of skippings, 
and balancing the workloads both within and between tne cells. We illustrated 
these objectives with some constraints related with the stated assumptions 
in a multi-objective nonlinear mathematical model. It was stated that this 
mathematical model is difficult to solve in a reasonable computation time, so 
in the next section we present our heuristic method. The heuristic method will 
be illustrated on an example problem in Section 4..3.
4.2 The Proposed Method
7 he complexity of handling all six objectives simultaneously led us to develop 
a sequential method. To understand the method better, the notation given in 
7'able 4.1, which is similar to one in Section .3.5, would be helpful.
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DA Dissimilarity matrix based on design attributes
OS Dissimilarity matrix based on operation sequences
CD Combined dissimilarity matrix
T Threshold value to determine the maximum number of alternatives
Ck Fixed cost of machine type к
Number of machine type к used in cell jXki
D. Average demand for part i
M set of machines
cell index
number of machines in cell j  in series
aik processing time per part on machine type к
Lkj Expected workload on machine к in cell j
ALj average workload in cell j
TLj total workload in cell j
EL average workload of the cells
Table 4.1. The notation of the model
The proposed model consists of the following steps:
Step 1: Combine two dissimilarity matrices, DA and OS, to obtain CD.
w\DA +  W2 OS ■= CD  where wi +  tü2 =  1 (4.1)
Step 2: Use CD to run DIVISIVE Analysis program, which is described in 
Section 2.5, and define the maximum number of cells, N, to be equal to the 
number of cells existing above a preset threshold value T. Divisive Analysis 
result is used to determine the upperbound on the number of cells since the 
other programs solve it from scratch for each alternative.
Step 3.a: Use program PAM in Section 2.5 to get part families up to N,
i.e., starting from two cells, and run PAM up to N  cells. Each run corresponds 
to a different alternative. Among these alternatives, eliminate those with neg­
ative individual silhouette coefficients. The interpretation and formula for the 
silhoutte coefficient was given in Section 2.5.
Step 3.b: After elimination process, select the best four alternative on the
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basis of their average silhouette coefficient, i.e., select four alternatives with 
the highest average silhoutte coefficients.
Step 4; For each candidate alternative, get the initial part families through 
running the program PAM. Even we expect that no two backtracking parts 
will be in the same cell, this might occur depending on the relation with other 
]>arts assigned to the same cell. In such a сазе, the direction of the layout will 
be determined by the part flow with respect to the other parts. Otherwise, the 
arrangement of the layout will be determined by the precedence constraints in 
the part routings only. The parts with routings in reverse direction with the 
above formed layout are called backtracking parts.
Step 5: For each cell, determine the backtracking parts after determining 
the initial layout.
Step 6: In this step, we will assign backtracking parts to one of the cells. 
For each backtracking part, there are as many alternatives as number of cells. 
These alternatives might be different in terms of addition of a machine or a 
group of machines, since the machines have different Ck values, cost of these 
alternatives would be different. Then we will select the minimum cost alterna­
tive. Based on this selection, the modifications will be made in that particular 
cell with the minimum cost alternative, and this modification will be subtracted 
from other backtracking parts alternatives’ costs if such modification exists. If 
not, the cost of those alternatives which do not have such modifications will 
be the same. In the same manner, we proceed for all backtracking parts.
Step 7: After Step 6, each part is assigned to a specific cell. The layout 
is also determined. Then, it is possible to compute the workloads of each ma­
chine in each cell. Compare each machine utilization with its maximum and 
minimum utilization levels. Remembering that these are soft constraints, if the 
utilization of a particular machine is above its maximum or below its minimum, 
check which parts strictly require that machine and if it is possible to assign 
those parts to another cell without extra machine investment, then shift those
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parts to alternative cells.
Step 8: Compute the required capacity for each machine and using available 
capacities, determine required number of each meichine type. Total investment 
is calculated cis:
j кем
Step 9: Calculate number of skippings, and standard deviation of workload 
within and between the cells as follows:
sum of std. dev. within cells =
c=\ keM c Tl j
std.dev. between cells = ZATL, -  ELY 
N
(4.3)
(4.4)
Step 10: Repeat steps 4 to 9 for all candidate alternatives which is determined 
in Step 2. We have computed four objectives’ values for each alternative. 
Use eigenvalue normalization to normalize each objective’s value among four 
alternatives. The formula for eigenvalue normalization can be explicitly written 
in the following form:
N.. =  ■. (-'■5)
where Aij stands for the value of ¿th objective in jth alternative, and Nij stands 
for the normalized value of the Aij value. Then, construct a comparison matrix 
for the objectives, three comparison matrices that are used in this study can be 
found in Tables B.TB.3 in .Appendix B, then, compute the normalized priority 
vector P, and use it to evaluate those alternatives. This process is known as 
the Analytical Hierarchy Process developed by .Saaty [18]. The details related 
with the calculation of P and the construction of comparison matrices are given 
in Appendix C.
Our model considers many objectives and there is no such study in the liter­
ature except Wemmerlow's work [23]. Two works carry similar characteristics
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in terms of modified flow shop and consideration of machine loads. The signif­
icant difference of two studies is the consideration of design attributes in our 
model. As it is stated in the previous chapters, two parts may require similar 
processes, however, because of the major differences in their design attributes, 
assigning them into the same cell may not be appropriate. There might be 
a case that two parts may require drilling operation, but as these parts have 
great difference in their diameters, it might require a major setup between 
these operations. This is against one of the cellular manufacturing advantages, 
namely reduction of setups.
Second difference between these two studies is the definition of a backtrack. A 
part is backtracking if its sequence is not in the same direction with the cell 
that the part is assigned to. Hence, in our study, the backtracking parts are not 
fixed. However, Wemmerlow’s work defines the backtracking part as the parts 
repeating an operation. Furthermore, the proposed model considers machine 
investment criterion which is a factor in economical terms, and most of the 
cellular manufacturing issues aim minimization of costs. As we do not have 
unlimited resources, the machine costs should be included in the part-family 
machine-ccll formation.
When we compare this model with the classical matrix formulation techniques, 
our model is more detailed, since we consider demand, machine cost, workloads 
within and between the cells, and the design attributes rather than considering 
only part-machine incidence matrix consist of entries zero or one. This model’s 
flexibility would increase if there are alternative process plans defined for each 
part, which might be an extension to this model.
In the next section, we illustrate the method described above on an example 
l)roblem of 100 parts and 15 machines. The part routings, design attributes, de­
mand data, machine cost data and the processing times are given in 'Appendix
A.
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4.3 Implementation of the Heuristic Method
An example problem is generated to illustrate the method described in Section 
4.2. For the experimental purposes, we generated the demand, machine costs, 
ΛΗΡ comparison matrix and design level at three levels. These factors will be 
explained in detail in Chapter 5. We use tight demand variability, low design 
level, tight machine costs and high level AHP weights for this example. The 
design attributes are formed of five digits, and they carry information about 
whether the part is rotational or nonrotational, overall shape of the part, ro­
tational or plane machining data, auxiliary holes, and the raw material type, 
respectively. The first four digits are of ordinal type, and the digit for raw mate­
rial is of nominal type. These two types were described in Section 2.5, in detail.
We get dissimilarity matrices DA and OS based on design attributes and 
operation sequences, as they are explained in Section .3.2 and 3.3, respectively. 
Then we proceed with the method in a stepwise manner as follows:
Step 1: Using 0.2 and 0.8 for wi and W2 ·, respectively, we combine these 
matrices into a single matrix consisting of elements ranging from 0 to 1. These 
weights are discussed in Section 5.2.
Step 2: Setting the threshold value T to 0.50, and using the results of Di­
visive Analysis, there are 11 clusters above this value. So the upperbound on 
the number of part families is 11.
Step 3.a: Run PAM from 2 to 11 clusters. Eliminate alternatives with 8, 
9, 10, and 11 clusters, as they have at least one negative individual silhouette 
coefficient.
Step 3.b: We select alternatives with 3, 4, 5, and 7 clusters as candidates, as 
those alternatives have the highest average silhoutte coefficients.
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Cell no
1
parts included in the cell
1 5 10 12 19 30 38 53 60 79 89
2 4 11 13 23 25 35 43 44 62 70 83 92 98
3 16 22 31 33 36 46 52 58 59 64 68 72 73 84 94 95
6 15 24 26 28 32 40 51 55 61 65 77 82 85 90 93
7 8 14 18 29 42 47 49 74 80 86 100
9 17 21 37 41 45 50 54 57 66 71 75 76 81 87 88 96 97 99
20 27 34 48 56 63 67 69 78 91
Table 4.2. Output of PAM: Initial part families
Step 4: PAM gives the initial part families for the above candidate alterna­
tives. We will proceed for 7 clusters, but the idea is similar for other candidate 
alternatives. The initial part families for 7 clusters and the arrangement of the 
layout for the corresponding cells are exhibited in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, re­
spectively. There are backtracking parts in cell 6. Parts 54 and 57 have reverse 
operations with part 45, that is part 45 has operation A before B, but parts 54 
and 57 has operation В before A. As the cell should be a line type layout, both 
of the arrangements are not possible at the same time. In this case, our rule 
is arranging the layout on behalf of the larger demand. Therefore, machine В 
will precede machine A. Then, part 45 in cell 6 will become a backtracking part.
Step 5: In the same manner, we find out .the backtracking parts in each 
cell. They are listed in Table 4.3.
Step 6: For each backtracking part, find the minimum cost alternative to as­
sign to a specific cell. For example, part 6 in cell 4 can be assigned to cell 1 
without any cost. For part 71, the minimum cost alternative is adding an extra 
R type machine between machines F and G in cell 6. Then, we can assign part 
99 to cell 6 without any cost. In this manner, we assign all backtracking parts 
to a particular cell.
Step 7: Calculate the workload on each machine. We assume that an ad­
ditional machine in a cell processes only those backtracking parts assigned to
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Cell no Cell Layout based on Initial Part Families Backtracking
1 A B C D G H J P R T F K
2 E A B D F G H J K L M R T
3 D C A B F G J H K L M R T P
4 A D C B E J F G H K L M P T 6
5 D B A F G H K L J P R T 100
6 D E C B A F G K L M R T 45 71 75 99
7 B C E F D M P R T J
Table 4.3. Initial layouts ba^ed on precedence constraints
that cell.
Step 8: Divide the workload of each machine by its available capacity. We use 
3000 time units for each machine. Compute the total machine investment cost.
Step 9: Using the workloads, compute the standard deviation within each 
cell. Take the average of these standard deviations. Calculate the standard 
deviation of the total workload among the cells. Compute the number of skip­
pings.
Step 10: Repeat above steps for each candidate alternative. We get the 
results in Table 4.4 for the four alternatives in terms of the four objectives. 
Using the eigenvalue normalization and the high level AHP comparison matrix 
in Table A.5 given in Appendix A', we get the final normalized and weighted 
values, and sinc(' all our objectives arc minimization type, we choose the min­
imum value among four alternatives and determine our .selection as the 5 cells 
case, as it is illustrated in Table 4.4 at the final results line.
Observe that neither of the alternatives dominate others in terms of all four 
objectives. The reason to use АИР for comparing these different objectives is 
to allow the user to judge the objectives in different perspectives. In this case, 
we use a scaling that gives a significant weight on machine investment, and very 
low weight to the number of skippings. It is natural that machine investment
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M /C investment
Within Deviation
Between Deviation
Skipping
Final Results
3 cells
13048
4871
23124
92513
0.53 0.50
4 cells
13896
3896
20195
101.332
5 cells
12777
3340
8233
100246
0.43
7 cells
15208
2718
11612
86281
0.49
Table 4.4. Alternatives and Objectives
i)i a plant is always more important than the total number of skippings in the 
cells.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we described our method and illustrated an application of the 
method on an example problem. We generated a problem of 100 parts and the 
parts routings, fixed machine costs, demand for each part, available capacity 
for each machine, and coded design attributes are assumed to be known. Our 
method simultaneously determines the initial layouts, and the backtracking 
parts in each cell. Then we try to assign each backtracking part to a cell with 
the least possible machine investment. Finally, after computing machine in­
vestment, number of skippings, and within cell and between cell deviation, we 
compare these objectives by using AHP’s 9-point scaling technique, then select 
the best alternative among the candidate alternatives.
In the next chapter, we test the performance of our heuristic against the well 
known similarity coefficient method. In addition, we will test the robustness of 
the method by changing our input levels. In the example problem we used here, 
the demands for parts are close to each other, similarly the machine costs are 
close to each other. These factors may affect the performance of the method. 
Furthermore, we will run for different AHP levels and ιυ^  values, which stand 
for the weight of design attributes, in addition to different demand and machine 
cost levels.
Chapter 5
Experimental Analysis
5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we introduced our model and illustrated it on an example 
problem. We did not test the performance nor robustness of our model. In this 
chapter, our model will be tested for different factors at different levels, which 
correspond to different experimental settings. In Section 5.2, the experimental 
plan will be explained, and the factors included in this experimental plan will 
be elaborated. In Section 5.3, our model will be compared with the well known 
similarity coefficient method in terms of the predefined objectives. In Section 
5.4, we will investigate which factors are significant in our model.
5.2 Experimental Plan
We presented our model in the last chapter, and stated that we use some in­
put information such as part routings, design attributes for each part, part 
demands, and fixed machine costs. In the experimental plan, we assume that 
j)art routings, design attributes, and the processing times are fixed, and they 
are exhibited in Table A.3 given in Appendix A. The other items are taken as 
factors which are subject to change at different levels.
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Wi
W2
High
0.8
0.2
Medium
0.5
0.5
Low
0.2
0.8
Table 5.1. Combination weights at three levels
Our first factor in the experimental plan is the weights that are used in Step 
1 to find the combined dissimilarity matrix CD in the heuristic method ex­
plained in Section 4.2. As it is described, wi and W2  are the individual weights 
of matrices DA and OS, respectively, adding up to one and they are directly 
determining the matrix CD. This matrix is the input dissimilarity matrix to 
the programs DIVISIVE Analysis and PAM. These programs are u.sed to decide 
on the maximum number of alternatives and to evaluate different alternatives 
through Steps 4 to 10. If more weight is given to the dissimilarities based on 
design attributes, the output part families are expected to have similar parts 
in design, but these parts may require quite different operations. The resulting 
machine cells may consist of various machines, but most of those machines will 
be processing only a small portion of the parts. However, giving higher weights 
to dissimilarities based on the operation sequences will result in part families 
consist of parts that require similar operations. The corresponding machine 
cells will be more specific to those parts, and the fixed machine investment 
might be less then the former case. It is highly expected that in the latter 
case, the utilization of machines are greater. If we have more machines in a 
cell, that means the materials movement will be more, which will consequently 
increase the number of skippings. Briefly, the way we combine two dissimilarity 
matrices may significantly affect some of our objective values. .So. three levels 
will be used for the weights of the.se matrices, which are given in Table 5.1.
Second factor is the demand variability. Some of. our objectives may depend 
on the demand figures such as the machine investment, workload variabilities 
within and between the cells, and the number of skippings. Since, we u.se fixed 
processing times (Table A.3) for each part on each machine, it would be better 
if we keep the mean demand rate constant, and change the variance of the
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demand. So, we use demand variability a^  a factor, and Table A .l lists those 
three levels and demand for each part at each variability level.
Third factor is the fixed machine cost variability. In a similar discussion as 
in the demand variability case, increasing or decreasing the machine cost fig­
ures will not make any changes in the resulting cells and the total costs will 
change proportional to the change in individual costs. So, we use three levels 
of variability for generating fixed machine costs as it is illustrated Table A.3. 
in Appendix A.
The last factor is the priorities found by the AHP approach. As it is dis­
cussed before, the numbers used in comparison of the objectives affect the 
weight of each objective significantly. One can say that when the machine 
cost is compared with the other objectives, it is extremely important than the 
others, then an alternative with the least machine cost, but possibly the worst 
for all other objectives may be the best alternative. So, the points that are 
given in pairwise comparison matrix directly affect our selection. Assuming 
that minimizing fixed machine cost is always superior to minimization of skip­
pings, we u.se three levels in AHP. The comparison matrices are in Tables A.5 
to A.7 included in Appendix A. In the high level, the range is high whereas in 
the low level the range of the weights is relatively small.
Penally, we have four factors in the experimental plan. They are listed in 
Table 5.2. One can use two levels for each factor for the experimental design, 
but then we can only check for the linear interactions between the factors, 
that is, if a certain response variable is increasing or decreasing, linearly with 
respect to each factor. However, there might be interactions which are not 
linear between the factors, then they might be quadratic. Therefore, to see 
the,se quadratic interactions .3 levels are used for each factor. So this is a 3“* full 
factorial design, which provides both linear and quadratic interactions between 
the factors, with 81 runs at different experimental settings .
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Low Medium High
Design Level(iüi) 0.2 0.5 0.8
Demand Variability U (280,320) U (150,450) U (10,600)
M /C Cost Var. U (90,110) U (50,150) U (10,190)
AHP Level .3 .3 .3 .1 .462 .231 .231 .077 .65 .147 .147 .056
Table 5.2. Summary of the factors in the experimental analysis
5.3 Computational Comparison
In Chapter 4, the heuristic method was proposed, and it Wcis illustrated on an 
example problem. Our method is computationally more complex when com­
pared with the traditional methods such as similarity coefficient method and 
the matrix formulation techniques. Since the proposed method uses many at­
tributes to achieve more than one objective, it requires more computations. So, 
we will test the performance of our method against the similarity coefficient 
method.
For each experimental setting, the best alternative is found using the proposed 
heuristic. Then, for each setting, we will find the values for our performance 
measures by using the SCM, corresponding to the best alternative in that set­
ting. To clarify, the proposed heuristic evaluates four alternatives and selects 
one, whereas the SCM has only one alternative which has as many cells as the 
one selected by the proposed method.
An important point to notice is that we run both methods under the same 
conditions and assumptions. We can briefly state that only difference between 
the execution of two methods is the operation .sequence based matrix OS which 
is replaced by the part machine incidence matrix in SCM. Except this variation, 
the execution of the methods is identical, namely, the same design attributes 
based ma,trix DA is used in both of the methods.
In the normalization process prior to AHP, we use eigenvalue normalization
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Design level
High
Medium
Low
Total
Proposed Method
18
15
24
57
SCM
16
Equal
8
Table 5.3. Comparison of the methods ciccording to best results
with the formula given in Section 4.2 among all four candidate alternatives for 
each objective separately. But for the comparison purposes, each objective’s 
values are normalized among five values, and this additional value comes from 
the SCM. The results in Table 5 . 2  states that the proposed method is better 
than the SCM. We can say that for the same conditions and assumptions, our 
model performed better than the SCM in most of the cases. Table 5.3 illustrates 
that for 57 settings, the heuristic method performed better. The stronger con­
clusion can be achieved by comparing two methods when the design level is at 
the low level, since both methods are using the same dissimilarity matrix based 
on design attributes, but the dissimilarity matrices based on machine require­
ments differ. Eventually, the performance of the proposed distance measure 
seems better, because among the 27 settings in case where the design is at low 
level, for 24 of the settings, the proposed heuristic performed better. Further­
more, Table 5.4 gives the comparison of the averages in all the settings, and 
again the proposed heuristic performed better.
To test the robustness of our method, we check the ranges of our method’s 
best results with the SCM’s best results. Based on the values in Appendix
B.l, B.2 and B.3., for 81 runs, the ranges are given in Table 5.4. We see that 
the range of our results are narrow when compared with the results of SCM. 
We can conclude that proposed heuristic is more robust than the SCM.
Finally, our method performed better, and it is more robust when compared 
with the SCM, and the only reason behind this is the way our dissimilarity 
measure computes the dissimilarities between parts based on their operation
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Range Average
Proposed method (0.43 - 0.34) 0.38
SCM (0.47 - 0.35) 0.42
Table 5.4. Ranges and averages for two methods
sequences. In a different perspective, the proposed dissimilarity measure cap­
tures commonalities in the operations easier, and penalizes the dissimilarity 
between disjoint routings, whereas the SCM does not penalize the uncommon­
ality, and does not concentrate on whether the two parts are backtracking, 
since it only uses the part machine incidence matrix.
5.4 AN OVA for the Proposed Method
In the previous section, we compared the proposed heuristic method and SCM 
for four factors at three levels. We observed that the proposed method gave 
better results than the SCM. Another observation is the robustness of the 
heuristic according to the factor changes. After concluding that our model 
performs better than the SCM, which is one of the most popular part-family 
machine-cell formation technique, we will investigate which factors are signifi­
cant on the performance of the proposed method.
In this study, four objective values are combined into a single value by us­
ing AHP. and then one can compare different alternatives by checking these 
single values. However, to see the actual effect of these factors, we will consider 
each objective’s value individually. Since, we have four objectives, we have four 
groups of data and each data group consists of 81 values.
Using the Yates’ Algorithm with a single replication, we can get the sum of 
squares for effects. But we cannot get the error term for the sum of squares 
and its degrees of freedom. However, for ANOVA, we need both of these values 
to compute Fo values. Therefore, we use the indirect approach that greater
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Significance Levels
Perf. Mea. М /С  Cost Within Cell Var. Var. Bet. Cells Skippings
Factors T L Q T L Q T L Q T  L Q
1 -Design Level a a C b b * * * * a a *
2-Demand Var. a a a * * * * * * a a *
3-M /C Cost Var. a a * a a * a a a a a a
4- АИР Level a a a a a a a a a a a a
T : Total L : Linear Q : Quadratic 
a : 1 % b : 2.5 % c : 5 % * : Insignificant
Table 5.5. Summary of ANOVA Tables for the Proposed Method
the effects sum of squares, greater the effect of the corresponding treatment 
combination as suggested by Yates. With this approach, we can combine tlie 
higher order interactions to provide an estimate of error. Then, it is possible 
to eliminate three-factor or higher interactions, and use the sum of them as the 
estimate of error. With a very few number of exceptions, we eliminated three or 
four factor interactions, additional to two factor interactions with small sum of 
squares. More detailed discussion on the Yates’ method can be found in Mont­
gomery [16]. Finally, complete ANOVA results are given in Tables B 4 - B.7 in 
Appendix B, for machine cost, within cell variability, between cell variability 
and total number of skippings, respectively. We can summarize those results 
in Table 5.5.
For machine investment, all factors are significant, and their linear terms are 
also significant, that is any increase or decrea.se in the.se factors affect the ma­
chine investment linearly. The design level directly affects the machine cost, 
since giving more weight to design attributes cause the resulting part families 
to be more similar in design attributes rather than the operation sequences. 
This means the required operations for parts play less role in determining the 
part families. Therefore, parts with less common operations may form a fam­
ily, and because of the scattered machine requirements, the machines in a cell 
will be underutilized which means the machine investment increases. A similar 
argument is valid for the reverse situation.
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Since the processing times and routings are fixed, the machine utilizations 
highly depend on the demand rate. So demand variability significantly affects 
the machine investment. The machine investment cost is also significantly af­
fected by the machine cost variability as expected. Depending on the machine 
cost levels, the assignment of backtracking parts into the cells will differ, since 
the costs of machines will change significantly in different levels.
The variability of the workloads within the cell are affected by the design level, 
machine cost variability, and AHP level. The demand variability is insignifi­
cant for the within cell variability. The total demand is slightly the same for 
all demand levels, since all three levels are distributed uniformly with a mean 
of 300. Hence, using the fixed processing times, the loads of each individual 
machine will be more or less similar. The machine cost variability is signifi­
cant for the within cell variability, because addition of machines into cells to 
prevent backtrackings may show variability based on the cost levels. Then, the 
distribution of the loads within the cells will differ.
The variability of total workload between the cells are significantly affected 
by the AHP level and the machine cost variability. The design level is insignif­
icant for the total workload variability between the cells. When we check the 
selections we made in Tables B 1 - B4, it can be seen that the number of cells 
do not vary very much in our best alternatives. But the number of cells at the 
beginning is affected by the design level at the combination process of matrices 
DA and OS. Hence the small changes in the workloads of the cells do not 
affect the variabilitv between the cells.
Total number of skippings are affected significantly by all factors and their 
linear components. The change in the design level will change the number of 
machines in a cell. The number of skippings in a cell depends on the number 
of machines in a cell. An additional machine placed in the middle of a line 
type cell may significantly increause the number of skippings. The machine cost 
variability influences the number of extra machines placed in a cell, so similar
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to the above argument, affects the number of skippings. The demand vari­
ability significantly affects the skippings. This can be explained with a small 
example: if the demand variability is high, then most of the machines having 
greater demand will be close to each other in a cell, then total skippings will 
be less, since machines which have small demands will be close to end points 
of the cells. In the tight demand case, demand will be close to a constant 
value, so the arrangement of the layout will not make much difference and the 
skippings will be more.
Briefly, looking from the factors perspective, the AHP level significantly af­
fects each objective’s value, since in the AHP, we directly assign weights to the 
objectives. Another important thing related with the AHP level is that both 
linear and quadratic interactions are significant. Design level and the demand 
variability are significant in linear terms but not in quadratic terms. There­
fore, we can say that any change in the design level or the demand variability 
causes a linear change in the performance measures. If two levels were used in 
the experimental design, we would not be sure that there is not any quadratic 
relationship between these two factors and the performance measures. The 
machine cost variability is also a significant factor for all the objectives for the 
above explained reasons.
5.5 Conclusion and Recommendations
The experimental design is S'* full factorial design, and it indicates both linear 
and quadratic terms. Therefore we have 81 settings to be u.sed in computa­
tional comparison and in ANOVA.
In the computational analysis, the heuristic method is compared with the simi­
larity coefficient method, and it is shown that the proposed method performed 
better in 70% of the runs and worse in only 10% of the runs. The stronger con­
clusion comes from the comparison at the settings where the design level is low, 
since we have a better chance to compare the distance measures that are used
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by the two methods. Also, in terms of robustness, our method is more robust 
against the changes since the range of our selected alternatives is less than the 
SCM’s. This illustrates that our dissimilarity measure based on the newly pro­
posed distance measure is more efficient than the dissimilarities based on SCM.
A NOVA is used to check the significance of the factors, and we found out 
that the AHP level and machine cost variability are the most significant fac­
tors. Demand variability and design levels are also significant for the machine 
investment and total number of skippings. This supports the idea that consid­
eration of design attributes in part family and machine cell formation process 
would be helpful. Briefly, all the factors are significant in part family and ma­
chine cell determination process, hence one should not discard any of these in 
this process.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this study, the part-family machine-cell formation problem was studied. Ex­
amining the methods in the literature, we observed that the design attributes 
and machining requirements should be taken into account, simultaneously. Fur­
thermore, we stated that using the part machine incidence data in part family 
formation would be inefficient, since the parts requiring similar operations do 
not necessarily require them at the same sequences. The backtracks in a cell 
reduce the advantages of cellular manufacturing systems. Hence, we considered 
both the operations sequence and backtracks in a newly proposed distance mea­
sure. After the combination of design attributes and machinery requirements 
data, several alternatives were generated using the cluster analysis package. 
To compare these alternatives, four performance measures are defined, which 
are machine investment, within cell variability, between cell variability, and 
the number of skippings. Since the units of these measures are different, the 
y\nalytical Hierarchy Process is used to find a global value for each alternative. 
To experiment our model, four factors are defined at three levels. The signif­
icance of the factors are tested using the ANOVA. Furthermore, the model is 
compared with the SCM both in terms of best results and the robustness in 
all experimental settings.
I he comparison with the SCM showed that the proposed model performed 
better in 70% of the settings. The more important result is the performance
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of our model in case where the design level is low, that is in 90% of the set­
tings this model outperformed the SCM. This illustrates that the proposed 
dissimilarity measure based on operation sequences is much stronger than the 
measure in SCM, since the weight of design attributes is low in both methods. 
The proposed method is more robust, as the range of the results is smaller as 
shown in Table 5.3.
The factors in the experimental design were the design level, machine cost 
variability, demand variability, and the AHP level. Using the ANOVA, the 
significance levels of the factors are tested. The AITP level and the machine 
cost variability were the most significant factors for all performance measures. 
Demand variability and the design level are found to be very significant for 
machine investment and the number of skippings. The above results show that 
the comparison matrix built in AHP is very important and the user should be 
careful while comparing the performance measures. Other fact is the impor­
tance of design level, and since it is very significant for machine investment 
and the number of skippings, in the part family and machine cell formation 
process, design attributes should be taken into account.
The studies in the literature consider either design attributes or machine re­
quirements. However, parts similar in machining requirements may be quite 
different in design attributes. So, this study brings a different perspective to the 
part-family machine-cell formation problem. We focused on the importance of 
the modified flow shop idea, and found out that the newly developed distance 
measure is more effective in terms of preventing backtracks, and penalizing the 
disjoint sequences. Besides, the necessity of the proposed performance mea­
sures is expressed, and it is stated that part family formation ignoring the 
cell layout, workloads on the machines, machine utilization, and the machine 
investment cost might degrade the effectiveness of cellular manufacturing sys- 
t(.'ins.
Before concluding, it is worth mentioning some future research directions. Ex­
tensions can be made to handle alternative process plans, so that backtrackings
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can be avoided using alternative process plans. Furthermore, an integrated ap­
proach can be developed to provide rea3 onable machine insertion points, so 
that both the machine investment and the number of skippings will be consid­
ered simultaneously. Finally, the monocode structure for design attributes can 
be studied on to provide the use of it in a cluster analysis.
Appendix A
Design attributes, routing, cost, and 
demand data for the example problem
part no U~(150,4o0) U~(10,600) U~(280,320)
(medium) (loose) (tiglit)
1 150 29 296
2 226 217 286
3 335 395 283
4 446 516 294
5 274 314 306
6 171 1 1 1 315
7 218 1 2 2 290
8 273 296 293
9 307 541 313
1 0 414 286 311
1 1 223 300 296
1 2 378 393 283
13 328 216 311
14 280 404 284
15 270 458 300
16 182 41 316
17 244 536 286
18 152 453 315
19 366 29 288
2 0 226 178 313
Table A .l. Demands for each part at three levels of demand variability
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part no U~(150,450) U‘ (10,600) U~(280,320)
(medium) (loose) (tight)
2 1 378 58 294
2 2 332 373 301
23 218 597 281
24 348 1 0 305
25 177 356 283
26 264 393 313
27 369 178 309
28 413 416 297
29 2 0 1 366 287
30 353 566 310
31 177 171 293
32 379 247 280
33 240 361 299
34 326 465 316
35 352 381 317
36 384 408 294
37 359 550 308
38 419 265 286
39 295 127 306
40 351 108 311
41 152 178 308
42 327 259 299
43 366 419 316
44 218 482 298
45 320 449 309
46 380 2 1 293
47 428 47 284
48 256 165 319
Table A .l. (continued)
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part no U~(150,450) U~(10,600) U~(280,320)
(medium) (loose) (tight)
49 165 320 294
50 381 333 313
51 340 365 287
52 407 170 312
53 182 367 295
54 151 74 289
55 381 504 315
56 328 569 311
57 230 335 319
58 238 34 318
59 334 464 306
60 425 194 312
61 373 385 312
62 318 558 289
63 177 479 301
64 396 282 280
65 177 95 281
6 6 245 43 316
67 345 373 306
6 8 430 1 0 2 303
69 400 470 317
70 176 370 317
71 217 265 305
72 243 559 298
73 194 180 282
74 234 227 315
75 232 593 284
76 192 183 316
Table A .l. (continued)
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part no U~(150,450) U~(10,600) U~(280,320)
(medium) (loose) (tight)
77 314 551 300
78 255 381 284
79 154 52 285
80 224 586 309
81 400 543 291
82 269 257 310
83 308 70 308
84 152 424 299
85 278 460 283
8 6 395 353 316
87 354 124 313
8 8 305 2 1 1 313
89 199 155 298
90 347 586 283
91 307 104 31
92 171 284 318
93 227 492 311
94 154 1 1 301
95 390 47 282
96 271 499 295
97 389 576 305
98 248 317 302
99 . 304 65 314
1 0 0 300 246 295
Table A.l. (continued)
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machine U~(50,150)
(medium)
U~(10,190)
(loose)
U~(90,110)
(tight)
A 106 1 0 99
B 136 146 107
c 53 15 105
D 124 186 106
E 56 134 104
F 65 151 1 0 1
G 140 18 92
H 103 73 106
J 143 47 91
K 61 154 96
L 126 83 90
M 93 118 103
P 141 6 8 106
R 94 80 94
T 70 70 108
Table A .2. Cost for each machine at three levels of machine cost variability
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part part Design attr. Processing
no routing 1 2 3 4 5 times
1 BDF 1 6 4 3 2 2 3 2
2 BFGH 0 4 4 2 2 3 2 4 1
3 JKLM 1 6 5 3 3 2 3 3 2
4 EFGH 2 3 4 5 3 2 2 3 2
5 ADR 8 7 4 3 2 2 .3 1
6 BCFL 9 0 1 0 3 4 3 2 3
7 HJRT 2 1 3 7 2 2 3 2 4
8 AGR 1 0 3 8 3 5 2 3
9 BFMT 0 1 2 3 3 2 3 2  1
10 DHR 9 8 1 3 2 3 2 3
1 1 FHJ 2 0 9 1 3 3 2 3
1 2 ABK 1 3 7 2 1 3 1 2
13 DFHJ 0 5 8 3 2 3 4 2 3
14 GRT 2 1 7 6 2 5 1 2
15 ADKL 9 6 1 2 3 2 1 3 2
16 MRT 8 0 2 4 1 3 2 4
17 FKMR 7 1 3 8 3 2 3 4 2
18 FGHR 1 3 6 . 8 2 3 2 .4 2
19 BCL 2 5 3 0 2 3 2 3
20 CDT 8 8 7 1 2 1 2 3
21 AMT 9 0 3 4 3 2 3 4
2 2 ABLMT 2 1 6 3 1 2 4 2 1 5
23 FJLM 1 4 1 5 2 2 3 2 1
24 ADJL 2 5 8 1 1 2 3 1 2
25 BDFGHJK 0 4 0 5 3 2 3 2 4 2 3 1
26 EFM 8 7 6 2 1 5 5 2
Table A.3. Part routings, design attributes and processing times
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part part Design attr. Processing
no routing 1 2 3 4 5 times
27 CMRT 9 0 0 2 2 2 4 1 3
28 DK 8 1 1 5 1 2 4
29 FGJR 2 5 3 3 3 3 4 2 1
30 BDHT 1 4 6 3 2 4 4 4 4
31 AMRT 7 0 0 7 1 2 3 2 3
32 DEF 8 4 5 9 1 . 2 5 4
33 KLMP 7 4 4 8 3 3 4 2 3
34 CDPRT 8 1 3 6 2 1 2 3 4 1
35 FGJ 1 5 4 7 2 2 3 1
36 KLM 9 1 4 6 3 1 3 4
37 DEFM 7 6 1 5 3 2 3 1 5
38 BJR 2 8 4 3 2 3 5 1
39 GPRT 2 4 9 1 2 2 3 1 4
40 AFGL 8 3 5 7 1 2 3 1 4
41 LMRT 2 1 2 3 3 4 0 4 4
42 BGLT 1 3 6 5 2 2 3 2 2
43 DFHJM 2 8 1 4 1 3 3 3 3 3
44 ABFHL 0 4 9 1 3 2 3 4 2 3
45 ABMT 9 3 6 1 3 3 2 3 4
46 LMR 1 4 8 2 2 2 3 4,
47 FGHRT 0 4 9 9 3 4 2 3 1 1
48 CDMT 7 4 2 5 2 2 2 2 3
49 ART 2 0 7 9 1 1 4 2
50 BFGM 0 4 3 7 1 2 3 2 4
51 CEF 8 8 4 5 1 2 3 2
Table A.3. continued
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part
no
part
routing
Design attr. Processing
times1 2 3 4 5
52 AKMRT 2 5 9 3 1 3 1 4 2  3
53 ABGJ 1 6 1 0 2 2 2 2 3
54 BAFG 2 0 0 5 3 3 3 3 3
55 CBFL 8 7 4 2 3 3 2 4 4
56 BDM 0 3 0 6 2 4 4 4
57 BAFT 9 1 7 4 3 5 4 2 3
58 JLT 0 3 6 1 1 2 3 4
59 FGLT 8 1 2 9 1 2 3 1 2
60 ABDR 1 6 4 3 2 2 3 2 4
61 DCBFG 0 3 8 1 1 3 2 3 3 2
62 AJT 1 7 9 5 3 2 3 1 •
63 CEFM 9 3 6 3 1 4 2 2 3
64 JKLMT 2 9 9 8 2 2 3 1 5 2
65 JF 1 5 8 7 1 2 3
6 6 3PRT 9 3 8 1 3 3 3 1 4
67 GMT 7 6 7 1 2 1 2 3
6 8 AKRT 8 1 0 2 3 3 2 4 3
69 FDMPRT 9 5 5 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 1
70 EFGHJ 9 1 0 8 2 3 . 2 2 2  1
71 FRGT 0 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 1
72 KLMT 8 ·· 1 5 6 1 2 3 3 2
73 FHLMR 9 3 3 8 1 2 3 3 4 2
74 BGKLT 0 3 8 7 2 2 3 2 4 2
75 BCFJ 1 2 7 2 3 2 3 3 2
76 FMT 9 3 5 7 3 2 3 1
Table A.3. continued
6 8
part part Design attr. Processing
no routing 1 2 3 4 5 times
77 DFL 8 4 6 2 1 3 2 2
78 CEPT 7 0 5 4 1 2 3 3 2
79 ABRT 1 2 4 9 2 2 3 4 1
80 DPRT 9 3 6 0 3 2 4 4 1
81 BFM 0 3 1 5 2 3 4 1
82 DHLMP 8 5 1 0 3 2 4 2 3 1
83 BFJLR 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 4 1 2
84 HKRT 9 7 2 2 3 4 2 1 2
85 AFLT 9 8 7 8 1 3 3 3 3
86 OPT 2 3 6 1 2 3 3 3
87 BLM 1 1 0 3 2 3 2 2
88 BPT 0 5 3 0 3 3 2 1
89 AJPR 1 4 6 3 3 2 4 5 1
90 CEFHL 7 4 7 6 2 4 2 3 2 1
91 CDMJ 8 3 1 0 1 4 3 5 1
92 ABFHJM 1 4 6 5 2 2 3 1 4 2 3
93 FHLP 9 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 4
94 CGKL 7 4 0 2 1 2 4 4 2
95 DMKM 9 1 0 6 3 3 2 1 2
96 DCBFT 1 0 1 4 2 3 2 3 2 1
97 BFJMR 2 3 8 1 3 3 4 2 3 1
98 AHKM 2 4 8 0 2 2 3 2 1
99 FRGLT 0 3 4 8 3 3 2 4 1 2
100 KART 9 1 8 5 2 2 3 1 2
Table А.З. continued
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Abbrv. Objective
A M /C  Cost
B Within deviation
c Between deviation
D Skipping
Table A.4. Abbreviations of the objectives for the tables A.5., A .6 . and A.7.
Objectives A B C D Result
A 0 5 5 9 0.650
B 0 1 3 0.147
c 0 3 0.147
D 0 0.056
Inconsistency =  0.012
Table A.5. AHP weights for high variability
Objectives A B c D Result
A 0 1 1 3 0.300
B 0 1 3 0.300
c 0 3 0.300
D 0 0 . 1 0 0
Inconsistency =  0.000
Table A.6 . AHP weights for low variability
Objectives A B C D Result
A 0 2 2 6 0.462
B 0 1 3 0.231
C 0 3 0.231
D 0 0.077
Inconsistency =  0.000
Table A.7. AHP weights for medium variability
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Appendix B
Statistical analysis of the factors in 
the experimental design
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Tables B1-B3 compare the proposed heuristic with the similarity coefficient 
method. The comparison is given in three different tables based on the design 
level since we want to stress on the power of the proposed model especially 
when the design level is low. The bold written numbers represent the best 
results.
Tables B4-B7 illustrate the results for ANOVA for each factor. Among 81 
settings, since this is a 3^  full factorial design, the ones with considerably big­
ger sum of squares are chosen, and the Fq values are computed. The letters 
A to D repre.sent the factors u.sed in this study, respectively. For single treat­
ments, both linear and quadratic terms are indicated to make the analysis more 
detailed.
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3 4 5 7 SCM Result
0.48 0.44 0.39 0.45 0.45
0.48 0.45 0.40 0.44 0.44
0.45 0.47 0.39 0.42 0.45
0.47 0.46 0.41 0.44 0.43
High 0.46 0.49 0.40 0.43 0.43
0.46 0.46 0.43 0.44 0.43
0.47 0.49 0.40 0.41 0.45
0.46 0.48 0.40 0.42 0.45
0.47 0.46 0.40 0.41 0.45
0.51 0.46 0.37 0.41 0.43
0.52 0.47 0.38 0.41 0.43
0.49 0.48 0.36 0.40 0.45
0.51 0.46 0.39 0.40 0.42
Medium 0.49 0.48 0.40 0.40 0.41
0.49 0.48 0.41 0.41 0.41
0.50 0.50 0.36 0..38 0.41
0.50 0.49 0.36 0.38 0.42
0.50 0.49 0.36 0.38 0.41
0.54 0.46 0.37 0.39 0.44
0.54 0.47 0.36 0.38 0.42
0.53 0.50 0.34 0.37 0.44
0.54 0.48 0..39 0.37 0..39
Low 0.53 0.49 0.39 0.38 0..39
0.52 0.50 0.41 0.38 0.38
0.53 0.52 0.34 0..35 0.39
0.53 0.52 0.34 0.35 0.40
0.52 0.52 0..35 0.34 0.40
Table B .l. Comparing our method with SCM : W] =  0.2
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3 5 7 8 SCM Result
0.46 0.44 0.40 0.42 0.47
0.46 0.44 0.40 0.42 0.47
0.46 0.44 0.40 0.42 0.47
0.49 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43
High 0.47 0.44 0.42 0.44 0.42
0.47 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.43
0.48 0.45 0.41 0.43 0.43
0.47 0.46 0.41 0.43 0.43
0.48 0.45 0.41 0.43 0.43
0.54 0.45 0.35 0.38 0.47
0.53 0.45 0.35 0.38 0.46
0;55 0.44 0.34 0.38 0.45
0.60 0.43 0.39 0.38 0.35
Medium 0.57 0.45 0.41 0.38 0.35
0.56 0.44 0.43 0.39 0.37
0.58 0.47 0.38 0.37 0.36
0.57 0.48 0.38 0.37 0.36
0.57 0.47 0.38 0.38 0.37
0.51 0.44 0.36 0.40 0.47
0.50 0.43 0.37 0.40 0.47
0.52 0.44 0.37 0.40 0.46
0.54 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.39
Low 0.52 0.45 0.42 0.41 0.39
0..52 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.40
0.53 0.54 0.40 0.39 0.40
0.53 0.47 0.39 0.39 0.41.0.54 0.45 0.39 0.40 0.42
Table B.2. C’omparing our method with SCM : Wi - 0.5
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3 4 5 7 SCM Result
0.48 0.47 0.42 0.41 0.42
0.47 0.48 0.44 0.41 0.42
0.48 0.48 0.42 0.40 0.42
0.48 0.46 0.44 0.42 0.43
High 0.48 0.45 0.44 0.42 0.43
0.47 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.43
0.48 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.44
0.45 0.46 0.43 0.43 0.42
0.46 0.46 0.44 0.43 0.43
0.52 0.48 0.42 0.38 0.39
0.50 0.48 0.42 0.38 0.40
0.53 0.49 0.41 0.36 0..39
0.52 0.47 0.44 0.38 0.40
Medium 0.51 0.47 0.45 0.38 0..39
0.52 0.45 0.44 0.38 0.40
0.47 0.50 0.43 0.41 0.39
0.'50 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.38
0.41 0.49 0.43 0.40 0.39
0.55 0.49 0.41 0.34 0.37
0.53 0.50 0.42 0.35 0.37
0.55 0.51 0.40 0.34 0.37
0.55 0.49 0.44 0.34 0.37
Low 0.55 0.48 0.45 0.34 0.37
0.55 0.48 0.45 0.35 0.38
0.48 0.51 0.43 0.39 0.36
0.54 0.50 0.43 0.38 0.35
0.52 0..50 0.42 0.37 0.35
Tal)le B.3. Comparing our method with SCM : H'l =  0.8
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Source of 
of variation ss Df MS Fo
A 3279310 2 1639655 14.12“
Al 2669779 1 2669779 23.00“
609531 1 609531 5.25“
B 10427644 2 5213822 44.92“
Bl 9231384 1 9231384 79.54“
Bq 1196260 1 1196260 10.31“
C 9567099 2 4783529 41.21“
Cl 9399182 1 9399182 80.98“
Cq 167877 1 167877 1.44
D 39039268 2 19519634 168.9“
Dl 30840268 1 30840268 265.73“
Dq 8199000 1 8199000 70.64“
A Dll 1751652 1 1751652 15.09“
CDll 5907330 1 5907330 50.90“
AC Dlql 1422984 1 1422984 12.26“
BDll 897756 1 897756 7.73“
ACui 806353 1 806353 6.94'’
ADlq 705836 1 705836 6.08''
ACll 665312 1 665312 5.73''
CDql 663170 1 663170 5.71''
Error 7427562 64 116056
Total 78246357
c significant at 1 % 
b — significant at 2.5% 
c — significant at 5%
Table B.4. ANOVA for machine cost
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Source of 
of variation SS Df MS Fo
A 647671 2 323836 3.93"
541001 1 541001 6.57"
106670 1 106670 1.29
B 20599 2 10300 0 . 1 2
Bl 511 1 511 0.01
Bq 20088 1 20088 0.24
c 2770078 2 1385039 16.83'’
Cl 2634762 1 2634762 32.02'·
Cq 135316 1 135316 1.64
D 11009023 2 5504512 66.9r
Dl 9284386 1 9284386 1 1 2 .8 6 “
B q 1724637 1 1724637 20.96'’
ACll 159601 1 159601 1.94
AClq 121270 1 121270 1.47
A Dll 242392 1 242392 2.94
ADqq 120486 1 120486 1.46
ADql 80797 1 80797 0.98
ACqq 73110 1 73110 0. 8 8
BCql 51090 1 51090 0.62
ACDlql 270970 1 270970 3.29
CD ql 52228 1 52228 0.63
Error 5182677 63 82264
Total 20430559
a — significant at 1% 
b — significant at 2.5% 
c — significant at 5%
Table B.5. ANOVA for within cell deviation
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Source of 
of variation SS Df MS Fo
A 203945 2 101973 0.07
118890 1 118890 0.08
85055 1 85055 0.06
B 5086858 2 2543429 1 . 8 8
Bl 2895371 1 2895371 2.14
Bq 2191487 1 2191487 1.62
c 139222520 2 69611260 51.6“
Cl 134045116 1 134045116 99.42“
Cq 5177404 1 5177404 3.84“
D 160732750 2 80366375 59.61“
Dl 100068891 1 100068891 74.2“
Dq 60663889 1 60663889 44.99“
A Dll 208544 1 208544 0.15
B C ll 7288204 1 7288204 5.40'’
B C ql 3274682 1 3274682 2.42
BC qq 3474910 1 3474910 2.43
BD ll 5653298 1 5653298 4.19
B D lq 2930408.. 1 2930408 2.17
C D ll 4833402 1 4833402 3.58
C D lq 10175822 1 10175822 7.54“
C D ql 41208529 1 41208529 30.56“
A CD lqq 32623770 1 32623770 24.19“
Error 83587442 62 1348184
Total 416917667
a — signifirant at 1 % 
b — signifirant at 2.5% 
c — significant at 5%
Table B.6 . ANOVA for between cell variability
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Source of 
of variation SS Df MS Fo
A 431936218 2 215968109 7.76"
359848192 1 359848192 12.93“
72088026 1 72088026 2.59
B 550684640 2 275342320 9.89“
Bl 529915628 1 529915628 19.05“
Bq 20769012 1 20769012 0.74
C 955772333 2 477886167 17.17“
Cl 722067340 1 722067340 25.95“
Cq 233704993 1 233704993 8.40“
D 3984396650 2 1992198325 71.61“
Dl 2940501988 1 2940501988 105.71“
Dq 1043894662 1 1043894662 37.52“
AClq 32065322 1 32065322 1.15
CDll 434061161 1 434061161 15.60“
Error 1835891316 6 6 27816535
Total 9582364557
a — significant at 1 % 
b — significant at 2.5% 
c — significant at 5%
Table B.7. A NOVA for skipping
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Appendix С
Analytical Hierarchy Process
The AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) is used to determine the priorities of 
elements in each level in a hierarchy. The approach is based on three major 
components:
1 . AHP starts by decomposing a complex problem into a hierarchy; each 
level consists of few manageable elements and each element is decomposed 
into another set of elements.
2. A measurement methodology is used to establish priorities among the 
elements within each scratum of the hierarchy. This is accomplished by 
asking the participating managers to evaluate each set of elements in a 
pairwise fashion with respect to each of the elements in a higher stratum.
3. A measurement theory to establish the priorities of the hierarchy and the 
consistency of the judgemental data provided by group of respondents.
We can discuss these components in a more detailed manner. After forming 
the hierarchy (we have only one level of elements in this study), we construct 
a pairwise comparison matrix A with the values that are exhibited in Table
C.l. In order to determine the priority vector, u>, related to this matrix, the 
following equation should be solved.
Αχϋ — ^max'  ^
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aij Definition
1 i and j  have equal importance
.3 i has weak importance over j
5 i has essential or strong importance over j
7 Demonstrated importance
9 Absolute importance of i over j
2,4,6,8 Intermediate values between two adjax:ent judgements
Reciprocals 
of above
The same judgement with the change of j  over i
Table C .l. Scale used in A HP to construct A matrix
where;
tt) — priority vector related to comparison matrix A,
^max =  largest eigenvalue of A.
To obtain the normalized priority vector P, w is replaced by {\/a)w with 
a =  Wi (m =  dimension of matrix A).
To evaluate the judgements of the decision maker, the consistency index C /  is 
defined as:
\ — m
(C.2)__ ^m ax  ^
m — 1
If this C l  measure is less than 0 .1 , the judgements are acceptable as suggested 
by Saaty [18].
VVe use P to evaluate alternatives by considering the elements which are judged 
in a pairwise manner. We have a decision matrix and we will choo.se a column 
corresponding to a particular alternative with each entry corresponding to a 
particular element. In this study, we first compare the objectives, form the ma­
trix A, then calculate P and use this matrix to evaluate several alternatives.
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